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ACTON MEMORIAL LIBRARY JUNIOR HIGH  2019-2020  READING CHOICES 

NONFICTION 

Teen 

179.7 

T217 

Tate, Nikki 

Choosing To 

Live, Choosing 

To Die 

With many jurisdictions considering whether or not to implement new assisted-

death legislation, Choosing to Live, Choosing to Die is a timely look at the 

subject for teen readers who may not yet have had much experience with death 

and dying. Readers are introduced to the topic of assisted dying through the 

author's own story.  

Teen 

305.23 V 
Villalobos, J. P. The Other Side 

For this striking, stripped-down account of youth immigration, Villalobos 

interviewed teens at various stages of the immigration process to illustrate their 

stories--the physical and emotional difficulties of their travels. He then changed 

certain elements of these stories in order to protect the children's identities. Each 

chapter brings forth the voice of one young immigrant's experience, from 

crossing the Mexican desert to gang violence to the "freezers" at ICE detention 

centers. 

Teen 

306.76 

G686 

Gottlieb, Iris 

Seeing Gender: 

An Illustrated 

Guide To 

Identity And 

Expression 

Seeing Gender is an of-the-moment investigation into how we express and 

understand the complexities of gender today. Deeply researched and fully 

illustrated, this book demystifies an intensely personal - yet universal - facet of 

humanity.  

Teen 

306.76 

B869 

Bronski, Michael 

A Queer 

History Of The 

United States 

For Young 

People 

It is crucial for lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer youth to know their 

history. But this history is not easy to find since it's rarely taught in schools or 

commemorated in other ways. A Queer History of the United States for Young 

People corrects this and demonstrates that LGBTQ people have long been vital to 

shaping our understanding of what America is today. Through engrossing 

narratives, letters, drawings, poems, and more, the book encourages young 

readers, of all identities, to feel pride at the accomplishments of the LGBTQ 

people who came before them and to use history as a guide to the future. 

Teen 

306.768 

G643  

Gonzales, K. Trans + 

Trans+: Love, Sex, Romance, and Being You by Karen Rayne, PhD, and 

Katherine Gonzales, MBA, is an all-inclusive, uncensored guide for teens who 

are transgender, nonbinary, gender-nonconforming, or gender-fluid. TRANS+ 

answers all your questions, easy and hard, about gender and covers mental health, 

physical health and reproduction, transitioning, relationships, sex, and life as a 

trans or nonbinary individual. 

Teen 

306.76 

P898 

Prager, Sarah 
Queer, There 

and Everywhere 

Subtitles 23 people who changed the world. This first-ever LGBTQ history book 

of its kind for young adults will appeal to fans of fun, empowering pop-culture 

books like Rad American Women A-Z and Notorious RBG.  

Teen 

306.76  

B429 

Queer: The 

Ultimate LGBTQ 

Guide For Teens 

Belge, Kathy 

Teen life is hard enough, but for teens who are LGBTQ, it can be even harder. 

When do you decide to come out? Will your friends accept you? And how do you 

meet people to date? Queer is a humorous, engaging, and honest guide that helps 

LGBTQ teens come out to friends and family, navigate their social life, figure out 

if a crush is also queer, and challenge bigotry and homophobia. 

Teen 

324.62 

A545 

Anderson, Carol 
One Person No 

Vote 

 In her own voice, acclaimed author and poet Nikki Grimes explores the truth of 

a harrowing childhood in a compelling and moving memoir in verse. Growing up 

with a mother suffering from paranoid schizophrenia and a mostly absent father, 

Nikki Grimes found herself terrorized by babysitters, shunted from foster family 

to foster family, and preyed upon by those she trusted. At the age of six, she 

poured her pain onto a piece of paper late one night - and discovered the magic 

and impact of writing. For many years, Nikki's notebooks were her most enduing 

companions. 

Teen 

324.62 

G 

Goldstone, 

Lawrence 

Stolen Justice: 

The Struggle 

For African 

American 

Voting Rights 

A thrilling and incisive examination of the post-Reconstruction era struggle for 

and suppression of African American voting rights in the United States. 

Following the Civil War, the Reconstruction era raised a new question to those in 

power in the US: Should African Americans, so many of them former slaves, be 

granted the right to vote? In a bitter partisan fight over the legislature and 

Constitution, the answer eventually became yes, though only after two 

constitutional amendments, two Reconstruction Acts, two Civil Rights Acts, 

three Enforcement Acts, the impeachment of a president, and an army of 

occupation.  

Teen Brimmer, Larry Accused!: The This chilling and harrowing account tells the story of the Scottsboro Boys, nine 
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345.73 

B857 

Trials Of The 

Scottsboro 

Boys 

African-American teenagers who, when riding the rails during the Great 

Depression, found their lives destroyed after two white women falsely accused 

them of rape. Award-winning author Larry Dane Brimner explains how it took 

more than eighty years for their wrongful convictions to be overturned.  

Teen 

363.33 

M122 

McCann, Michelle 

Enough Is 

Enough: How 

Students Join 

The Fight For 

Gun Safety 

From award-winning author Michelle Roehm McCann comes a young activist's 

handbook to joining the fight against gun violence--both in your community and 

on a national level--to make schools safer for everyone.  

Teen 

363.7 

S345 

Schlossberg, T. 
Inconspicuous 

Consumption 

This urgent call to action will empower you to stand up to climate change and 

environmental pollution by making simple but impactful everyday choices. With 

urgency and wit, Tatiana Schlossberg explains that far from being only a distant 

problem of the natural world created by the fossil fuel industry, climate change is 

all around us, all the time, lurking everywhere in our convenience-driven society, 

all without our realizing it.  

Teen 

364.36 

E47 

Ellis, Deborah 
My Story Starts 

Here 

The kids in this book represent a range of socioeconomic backgrounds, genders, 

sexual orientations and ethnicities. Every story is different, but there are common 

threads -- loss of parenting, dislocation, poverty, truancy, addiction, 

discrimination. Most of all, this book leaves readers asking the most pressing 

questions of all. Does it make sense to put kids in jail? 

Teen 

365.42 

M 

Murray, Elizabeth 
Dozier School 

For Boys 

Some true crimes reveal themselves in bits and pieces over time. One such case is 

the Florida School for Boys, a.k.a. the Dozier School, a place where--rather than 

reforming the children in their care--school officials tortured, raped, and killed 

them. Opened in 1900, the school closed in 2011 after a Department of Justice 

investigation substantiated allegations of routine beatings and killings made by 

about 100 survivors. Thus far, forensic anthropologist Dr. Erin Kimmerle and her 

team from the University of South Florida have uncovered fifty-five sets of 

human remains. 

Teen 

372.12 

F277 

Favreau, Marc 

Spies: The 

Secret 

Showdown 

Between 

America And 

Russia 

A thrilling account of the Cold War spies and spycraft that changed the course of 

history. The Cold War spanned five decades as America and the USSR engaged 

in a battle of ideologies with global ramifications. Over the course of the war, 

with the threat of mutually assured nuclear destruction looming, billions of 

dollars and tens of thousands of lives were devoted to the art and practice of 

spying, ensuring that the world would never be the same.  

Teen 

391.65 

S525 

Sahid, Aroosa 
DIY Henna 

Tattoos 

Time for a new tattoo? The easy-to-follow, step-by-step instructions and 

gorgeous photo graphs in DIY Henna Tattoos make learning henna art simple 

and fun. In no time, you will master the basic techniques and designs, including: 

* Flowers * Leaves * Swirls * Vines * Paisleys * Netting * Petals * Mandalas * 

Lines and dots 

Teen 

613.7046 

G259 

Gates, Mariam 
This Moment Is 

Your Life 

This Moment Is Your Life (and So Is This One) : A Fun and Easy Guide to 

Mindfulness, Meditation, and Yoga 

Don't just do something, be here. The key to happiness is being able to find 

comfort in this moment, here and now. When you are completely present and not 

distracted by regrets, worries, and plans, even for a little while, you begin to feel 

more confident and can deal more easily with everything you experience.  

Teen 

629.13 

O13 

O’Brien, Keith 

Fly Girls: How 

Five Daring 

Women Defied 

All Odds and 

Made Avian 

History 

From NPR correspondent Keith O' Brien comes this thrilling Young Readers' 

edition of the untold story about pioneering women, including Amelia Earhart, 

who fought to compete against men in the high-stakes national air races of the 

1920s and 1930s--and won.  

Teen 

641.5 

W645 

Wiegand, Alyssa 
Hack Your 

Cupboard 

It's not always easy to try out a new recipe, but sticking to what you know and 

love can get pretty boring. After a discussion of what food storage areas typically 

have (and what they ought to have), Hack Your Cupboard provides age-specific 

guidance to help you move on to more ambitious meals.  

Teen 

741.59  

B281 

Barry, Lynda Making Comics 

The idiosyncratic curriculum from the Professor of Interdisciplinary Creativity 

will teach you how to draw and write your story Hello students, meet Professor 

Skeletor. Be on time, don’t miss class, and turn off your phones. No time for 

introductions, we start drawing right away. The goal is more rock, less talk, and 

we communicate only through images.  
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Teen 

808.3 

C323 

Carter, Ally 

Dear Ally, How 

Do You Write 

A Book? 

From bestselling author Ally Carter, the definitive guide to writing a novel, 

including helpful tips from other YA stars. In this book consisting of real writing 

questions from real teens, in-depth answers in Ally's voice, and occasional, brief 

answers from guest authors, Ally Carter gives teens the definitive how-to guide 

on writing their first novel. 

Teen 

940.53 

B 

Baier, Bret 
Three Days At 

The Brink 

This young readers' edition from New York Times bestselling author and Fox 

News anchor Bret Baier dives into the first of the secret World War II meetings 

between President Franklin Roosevelt, Winston Churchill, and Joseph Stalin, 

which would shape the world for decades to come. 

Teen 

940.94 

W 

Wein, Elizabeth 

A Thousand 

Sisters: The 

Herois 

Airwomen Of 

The Soviet Un 

ion In WW II 

In the early years of World War II, Josef Stalin issued an order that made the 

Soviet Union the first country in the world to allow female pilots to fly in 

combat. Led by Marina Raskova, these three regiments, including the 588th 

Night Bomber Regiment--nicknamed the "night witches"--faced intense pressure 

and obstacles both in the sky and on the ground. Some of these young women 

perished in flames. Many of them were in their teens when they went to war. 

Teen 

973 L827 
Loewen James 

Lies My 

Teacher Told 

Me 

 Everything American history textbooks get wrong Now adapted for young 

readers ages 12 through 18, the national bestseller that makes real American 

history come alive in all of its conflict, drama, and complexity Lies My Teacher 

Told Me is one of the most important--and successful--history books of our time. 
Essential reading in our age of fake news and slippery, sloppy history, Lies My 

Teacher Told Me: Young Readers' Edition cuts through the mindless optimism 

and outright lies found in most textbooks 

BIOGRAPHIES 

Teen 

Biograp

hy 

Bronte, 

C. 

Fawkes, Glynnis 

Charlotte Brnte 

Before Jane 

Eyre 

Charlotte Bronte's Jane Eyre is a beloved classic, celebrated today by readers of 

all ages and revered as a masterwork of literary prowess. But what of the famous 

writer herself? Charlotte, like her sisters Emily and Ann, was passionate about 

her work. She sought to cast an empathetic lens on characters often ignored by 

popular literature of the time, questioning societal assumptions with a sharp 

intellect and changing forever the landscape of western literature. This book 

presents a stunning examination of a woman who battled against the odds to 

make her voice heard 

Teen 

Biograp

hy 

Dionne 

family 

Miller, Sarah 

The Miracle & 

Tragedy Of The 

Dionne 

Quintuplets 

In this riveting, beyond-belief true story meet the five children who captivated 

the entire world. When the Dionne Quintuplets were born on May 28, 1934, 

weighing a grand total of just over 13 pounds, no one expected them to live so 

much as an hour. Overnight, Yvonne, Annette, Cecile, Milie, and Marie Dionne 

mesmerized the globe, defying medical history with every breath they took. 

Teen 

Biograp

hy 

Grimes 

Grimes, Nikki 
Ordinary 

Hazards 

In her own voice, acclaimed author and poet Nikki Grimes explores the truth of a 

harrowing childhood in a compelling and moving memoir in verse. Growing up 

with a mother suffering from paranoid schizophrenia and a mostly absent father, 

Nikki Grimes found herself terrorized by babysitters, shunted from foster family 

to foster family, and preyed upon by those she trusted. 

Teen 

Biograp

hy Ha, 

R. 

Ha, Robin 
Almost 

Ameican Girl 

A powerful and moving teen graphic novel memoir about immigration, 

belonging, and how arts can save a life--perfect for fans of American Born 

Chinese and Hey, Kiddo. 

Teen 

Biograp

hy 

Hegar, 

M. J. 

Hegar, Mary 

Jennings 
Fly Like A Girl 

A Young Readers Edition of a compelling story of courage and triumph, this is 

the inspiring true story of Major Mary Jennings Hegar--a brave and determined 

woman who gave her all for her country, her sense of justice, and for women 

everywhere. On July 29, 2009, Air National Guard Major Mary Jennings Hegar 

was shot down while on a Medevac mission in Afghanistan. Despite being 

wounded, her courageous actions saved the lives of her crew and their patients, 

earning her the Purple Heart as well as the Distinguished Flying Cross with Valor 

Device. 

Teen 

Biograp

hy 

Korczak, 

J. 

Marrin, Albert 
A Light In The 

Darkness 

Korczak was a man ahead of his time, whose work ultimately became the basis 

for the U.N. Declaration of the Rights of the Child. Korczak was also a Polish 

Jew on the eve of World War II. He turned down multiple opportunities for 

escape, standing by the children in his orphanage as they became confined to the 

Warsaw Ghetto. Dressing them in their Sabbath finest, he led their march to the 

trains and ultimately perished with his children in Treblinka. But this book is 

much more than a biography. 

Teen Fleming, Candace The Rise And Discover the dark side of Charles Lindbergh--one of America's most celebrated 
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Biograp

hy 

Lindber

gh, C. 

Fall Of Charles 

Lindbergh 

heroes and complicated men--in this riveting biography from the acclaimed 

author of The Family Romanov . First human to cross the Atlantic via airplane; 

one of the first American media sensations; Nazi sympathizer and anti-Semite; 

loner whose baby was kidnapped and murdered; champion of Eugenics, the 

science of improving a human population by controlled breeding; tireless 

environmentalist. Charles Lindbergh was all of the above and more. 

Teen 

Biograp

hy 

Nijinsky, 

V. 

Curlee, Lynn 

The Great 

Nijinsky: God 

Of The Dance 

With one grand leap off the stage at the 1909 premiere of the Ballets Russes's 

inaugural season, Nijinsky became an overnight sensation and the century's first 

superstar, in the days before moving pictures brought popular culture to the 

masses. Perhaps the greatest dancer of the twentieth century, Nijinsky captured 

audiences with his sheer animal magnetism and incredible skill. He was also half 

of the most famous (and openly gay) couple of the Edwardian era- his 

relationship with Serge Diaghilev, artistic director and architect of the Ballets 

Russes, pushed boundaries in a time when homosexuality and bisexuality were 

rarely discussed. 

Teen 

Biograp

hy 920 

M 

Maggs, S. 

Girl Squads: 20 

Female 

Friendships 

That Changed 

History 

A modern girl is nothing without her squad of besties. But don't let all the 

hashtags fool you- the #girlsquad goes back a long, long time. In this hilarious 

and heartfelt book, geek girl Sam Maggs takes you on a tour of some of history's 

most famous female BFFs, Spanning art, science, politics, activism, and even 

sports, these girl squads show just how essential female friendship has been 

throughout history and throughout the world.  

FICTION 

Teen 

Acevedo 
Acevedo, E. 

With The Fire 

On High 

A dazzling novel in prose about a girl with talent, pride, and a drive to feed the 

soul that keeps her fire burning bright. Ever since she got pregnant freshman 

year, Emoni Santiago's life has been about making the tough decisions--doing 

what has to be done for her daughter and her abuela. The one place she can let all 

that go is in the kitchen, where she adds a little something magical to everything 

she cooks, turning her food into straight-up goodness. Even though she dreams of 

working as a chef after she graduates, Emoni knows that it's not worth her time to 

pursue the impossible. Yet despite the rules she thinks she has to play by, once 

Emoni starts cooking, her only choice is to let her talent break free. 

Teen 

Ahdieh 
Ahdieh, Renne The Beautiful 

In 1872, New Orleans is a city ruled by the dead. But to seventeen-year-old 

Celine Rousseau, New Orleans is a safe haven after she's forced to flee her life as 

a dressmaker in Paris. Taken in by the sisters of the Ursuline convent in the 

middle of the carnival season, Celine is quickly enraptured by the vibrant city, 

from its music to its fancy soirées and even its danger.  (Book 1) 

Teen  

Albert 
Albert, Melissa 

The Night 

Country 

The Night Country is the highly anticipated sequel to Melissa Albert's beloved, 

bestselling debut The Hazel Wood. In The Night Country , Alice Proserpine 

dives back into a menacing, mesmerizing world of dark fairy tales and hidden 

doors of The Hazel Wood . Follow her and Ellery Finch as they learn The Hazel 

Wood was just the beginning, and that worlds die not with a whimper, but a 

bang.  

Teen Ali Ali, S.K. 
Love From A 

To Z 

 A marvel: something you find amazing. Even ordinary-amazing. Like potatoes--

because they make French fries happen. Like the perfect fries Adam and his mom 

used to make together. An oddity: whatever gives you pause. Like the fact that 

there are hateful people in the world. Like Zayneb's teacher, who won't stop 

reminding the class how "bad" Muslims are. But Zayneb, the only Muslim in 

class, isn't bad. She's angry . When she gets suspended for confronting her 

teacher, and he begins investigating her activist friends, Zayneb heads to her 

aunt's house in Doha, Qatar, for an early start to spring break. Fueled by the guilt 

of getting her friends in trouble, she resolves to try out a newer, "nicer" version 

of herself in a place where no one knows her. Then her path crosses with 

Adam's.  

Teen All 
Mitchell, 

Saundra, editor 

All Out : the no-

longer-secret 

stories of queer 

teens 

throughout the 

ages 

Take a journey through time and genres to discover stories where queer teens 

live, love and shape the world around them. Seventeen young adult authors 

across the queer spectrum have come together to create a collection of beautifully 

written diverse historical fiction for teens. 

Teen 

Albert 
Albert, Melissa 

The Night 

Country 

 The Night Country is the highly anticipated sequel to Melissa Albert's beloved, 

bestselling debut The Hazel Wood. In The Night Country , Alice Proserpine 
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dives back into a menacing, mesmerizing world of dark fairy tales and hidden 

doors of The Hazel Wood . Follow her and Ellery Finch as they learn The Hazel 

Wood was just the beginning, and that worlds die not with a whimper, but a 

bang. 

Teen 

Albertall

i 

Albertalli, Becky 
Yes No Maybe 

So 

YES Jamie Goldberg is cool with volunteering for his local state senate 

candidate--as long as he's behind the scenes. When it comes to speaking to 

strangers (or, let's face it, speaking at all to almost anyone) Jamie's a choke artist. 

There's no way he'd ever knock on doors to ask people for their votes...until he 

meets Maya. NO Maya Rehman's having the worst Ramadan ever. Her best 

friend is too busy to hang out, her summer trip is canceled, and now her parents 

are separating. Why her mother thinks the solution to her problems is political 

canvassing--with some awkward dude she hardly knows--is beyond her. 

Teen 

Alameda 

Alameda, 

Courtney 

Seven Deadly 

Shadows 

This thrilling YA retelling of Kurosawa's Seven Samurai features a girl tasked 

with saving the world from eternal darkness.Seventeen-year-old Kira Fujikawa 

has never had it easy. She's bullied by the popular girls in school. Her parents 

ignore her. And she's also plagued with a secret: She can see yokai, the ghosts 

and demons that haunt the streets of Kyoto.  

Teen 

Almond 
Almond, David 

The Color Of 

The Sun 

. One hot summer morning, only weeks after his father's death, Davie steps out 

his front door into the familiar streets of the Tyneside town that has always been 

his home. But this seemingly ordinary day takes on an air of mystery and tragedy 

as the residents learn that a boy has been killed. Despite the threat of a murderer 

on the loose, Davie turns away from the gossip and sets off toward the sunlit hill 

above town, where the real and imaginary worlds begin to blur around him.  

Teen 

Azad 
Azad, N. 

The Candle 

And The Flame 

Fatima lives in the city of Noor, on the Silk Road, which is currently protected by 

the Ifrit, djinn of order and reason, from attacks by the violent and ruthless 

Shayateen djinn--but Fatima was infused with the fire of the Ifrit who died saving 

her when she was four years old, and when one of the most important Ifrit dies 

she finds herself drawn into the intrigues of the court, the affairs of the djinn, and 

the very real dangers of a magical battlefield. 

Teen 

Bajpai 
Bajpai, Nandini 

Match Made In 

Mehendi 

Fifteen-year-old Simran "Simi" Sangha comes from a long line of Indian vichole 

- - matchmakers -- with a rich history for helping parents find good matches for 

their grown children. When Simi accidentally sets up her cousin and a soon-to-be 

lawyer, her family is thrilled that she has the "gift." But Simi is an artist , and she 

doesn't want to have anything to do with relationships, helicopter parents, and 

family drama. That is, until she realizes this might be just the thing to improve 

her and her best friend Noah's social status. 

Teen 

Barron 
Barron,Rena 

Kingdom Of 

Souls 

Magic has a price--if you're willing to pay. Born into a family of powerful 

witchdoctors, Arrah yearns for magic of her own. But each year she fails to call 

forth her ancestral powers, while her ambitious mother watches with growing 

disapproval. There's only one thing Arrah hasn't tried, a deadly last resort: trading 

years of her own life for scraps of magic.  Bk 1  

Teen 

Bolden 
Bolden, Tonya 

Saving 

Savannah 

Savannah Riddle is lucky. As a daughter of an upper class African American 

family in Washington D.C., she attends one of the most rigorous public schools 

in the nation--black or white--and has her pick among the young men in her set. 

But lately the structure of her society--the fancy parties, the Sunday teas, the 

pretentious men, and shallow young women--has started to suffocate her. 

Teen 

Bright 
Bright, Anna The Beholder 

Selah has waited her whole life for a happily ever after. As the only daughter of 

the leader of Potomac, she knows her duty is to find the perfect match. But after 

an excruciatingly public rejection, Selah's stepmother suggests an unthinkable 

solution: Selah must set sail across the Atlantic to visit a series of potential 

suitors--and if she doesn't come home engaged, she shouldn't come home at 

all. Book 1 

Teen 

Cavallar

o 

Cavallaro, 

Brittany 

The Case For 

Jamie 

The hotly anticipated and explosive third book in the New York Times 

bestselling Charlotte Holmes series. It's been a year since the shocking death of 

August Moriarty, and Jamie and Charlotte haven't spoken. Jamie is going through 

the motions at Sherringford, trying to finish his senior year without incident, with 

a nice girlfriend he can't seem to fall for. Charlotte is on the run, from Lucien 

Moriarty and from her own mistakes. No one has seen her since that fateful night 

on the lawn in Sussex--and Charlotte wants it that way. 

Teen 

Calonita 
Calonita, Jen 

Conceal, Don’t 

Feel: A Twisted 

What if Anna and Elsa never knew each other? As the future Queen of Arendelle, 

Princess Elsa's life is full of expectation and responsibility-not to mention, 
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Tale questions. What type of ruler will she be? When will she have to pick a suitor? 

And why has she always harbored the feeling that some critical piece of herself is 

missing? Following the unexpected death of her parents, Elsa is forced to answer 

those questions sooner than she'd hoped, becoming the sole ruler of her kingdom 

and growing lonelier than ever. 

Teen 

Camero

n 

Cameron, Sharon 
The Light In 

Hidden Places 

The extraordinary story of Stefania Podgorska, a Polish teenager who chose 

bravery and humanity by hiding thirteen Jews in her attic during WWII - 

Teen 

Chapma

n 

Chapman,Elsie Caster 

 Aza Wu knows that real magic is dangerous and illegal. After all, casting killed 

her sister, Shire. As with all magic, everything comes at a price. Her sister had 

been casting for money to pay off Saint Willow, the gang leader that oversees her 

sector of Lotusland. If you want to operate a business there, you have to pay your 

tribute. And now with Shire dead, Aza must step in to save the legacy of Wu 

Teas, the teahouse that has been in her family for centuries. When Aza comes 

across a secret invitation, she decides she doesn't have much else to lose.  

Teen 

Charbon

neau 

Charbonneau, J. Verify 

 Meri Beckley lives in a world without lies. When she looks at the peaceful 

Chicago streets, she feels pride in the era of unprecedented hope and prosperity 

over which the governor presides. But when Meri's mother is killed, Meri 

suddenly has questions that no one else seems to be asking. And when she tries to 

uncover her mother's state of mind in her last weeks, she finds herself drawn into 

a secret world with a history she didn't know existed.  

Teen 

Charles 
Charles, Tami 

Becoming 

Beatriz 

Up until her fifteenth birthday, the most important thing in the world to Beatriz 

Mendez was her dream of becoming a professional dancer and getting herself and 

her family far from the gang life that defined their days--that and meeting her 

dance idol Debbie Allen on the set of her favorite TV show, Fame . But after the 

latest battle in a constant turf war leaves her gang leader brother, Junito, dead and 

her mother grieving, Beatriz has a new set of priorities. How is she supposed to 

feel the rhythm when her gang needs running, when her mami can't brush her 

own teeth, and when the last thing she can remember of her old self is dancing 

with her brother, followed by running and gunshots?  

Teen 

Clarke 

Clarke, 

Cassandra 

Battle Born 

(Halo Series)q 

When an alien alliance known as the Covenant lays siege to the planet Meridian, 

four high school students--Saskia, Dorian, Evie, and Victor--are thrust into battle 

to save their world. 

Teen 

Connis 
Connis, Dennis 

Suggested 

Reading 

Clara Evans is horrified when she discovers her principal's "prohibited media" hit 

list. The iconic books on the list have been pulled from the library and aren't 

allowed anywhere on the school's premises. Students caught with the contraband 

will be sternly punished. Many of these stories have changed Clara's life, so she's 

not going to sit back and watch while her draconian principal abuses his power. 

She's going to strike back. So Clara starts an underground library in her locker, 

doing a shady trade in titles like Speak and The Chocolate War. But when one of 

the books she loves most is connected to a tragedy she never saw coming, Clara's 

forced to face her role in it. 

Teen 

Courtne

y 

Courtney, Nadine 

Jolie 

All-American 

Muslim Girl 

Allie Abraham has it all going for her - she's a straight-A student, with good 

friends and a close-knit family, and she's dating popular, sweet Wells Henderson. 

One problem: Wells's father is Jack Henderson, America's most famous 

conservative shock jock, and Allie hasn't told Wells that her family is Muslim. 

It's not like Allie's religion is a secret. It's just that her parents don't practice, and 

raised her to keep it to herself. 

Teen 

Craig 
Craig, Erin 

House Of Salt  

And Sorrows 

Annaleigh lives a sheltered life at Highmoor, a manor by the sea, with her sisters, 

their father, and stepmother. Once they were twelve, but loneliness fills the grand 

halls now that four of the girls' lives have been cut short. Each death was more 

tragic than the last--the plague, a plummeting fall, a drowning, a slippery plunge-

-and there are whispers throughout the surrounding villages that the family is 

cursed by the gods. Disturbed by a series of ghostly visions, Annaleigh becomes 

increasingly suspicious that the deaths were no accidents.  

Teen 

Crompto

n 

Crompton, L. B. 
Freaky In 

Fresno 

Two estranged cousins--geeky horror movie fanatic Ricki and makeup guru 

Lana--accidentally switch bodies for a fateful summer road trip that is part 

Freaky Friday, part romcom, and all heart. Ricki has one goal: save the Starlight 

Drive-in movie theater from going dark forever. Okay, make that two goals ... 

she may also want a first kiss from her cinema-rescuing partner and major crush, 

Jake. Lana definitely has only one goal: grow her online makeup channel to keep 
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her momager off her back, even if the posts attract ugly internet trolls. 

Teen 

Dao 
Dao, Julie 

Song Of The 

Crimson Flower 

After cruelly rejecting Bao, the poor physician's apprentice who loves her, Lan, a 

wealthy nobleman's daughter, regrets her actions. So when she finds Bao's prized 

flute floating in his boat near her house, she takes it into her care, not knowing 

that his soul has been trapped inside it by an evil witch, who cursed Bao, telling 

him that only love will set him free. Though Bao now despises her, Lan vows to 

make amends and help break the spell.  

Teen 

Davis 
Davis, Ronni 

When The Stars 

Lead To You 

Eighteen-year-old Devon longs for two things. The stars. And the boy she fell in 

love with last summer. When Ashton breaks Devon's heart at the end of the most 

romantic and magical summer ever, she thinks her heart will never heal again. 

But over the course of the following year, Devon finds herself slowly putting the 

broken pieces back together.  

Teen De 

la Cruz 

De la Cruz, 

Mel;issa 

The Queen’s 

Assassin 

Caledon Holt is the kingdom's deadliest weapon. No one alive can best him in 

speed, strength, or brains, which is why he's the Hearthstone Guild's most 

dangerous member. Cal is also the Queen's Assassin, bound to her by magic and 

unable to leave her service until the task she's set for him is fulfilled. Shadow of 

the Honey Glade has been training all her life to join the Guild, hoping that one 

day she'll become an assassin as feared and revered as Cal. But Shadow's mother 

and aunts expect her to serve the crown as a lady of the Renovian Court. When a 

surprise attack brings Shadow and Cal together, they're forced to team up as 

assassin and apprentice. Even though Shadow's life belongs to the court and Cal's 

belongs to the queen, they cannot deny their attraction to each other. But now, 

with war on the horizon and true love at risk, Shadow and Cal will uncover a 

shocking web of lies that will change their paths forever. 

Teen 

Dessen 
Dessen, S. 

The Rest Of 

The Story 

 Emma Saylor doesn't remember a lot about her mother, who died when Emma 

was twelve. But she does remember the stories her mom told her about the big 

lake that went on forever, with cold, clear water and mossy trees at the edges. 

Now it's just Emma and her dad, and life is good, if a little predictable...until 

Emma is unexpectedly sent to spend the summer with her mother's family that 

she hasn't seen since she was a little girl. When Emma arrives at North Lake, she 

realizes there are actually two very different communities there.  

Teen 

Donnelly 
Donnelly, J. Stepsister 

A startling, fiercely feminist re-imagining of Cinderella from the bestselling, 

award-winning author Jennifer Donnelly. Don't just fracture the fairy tale. Shatter 

it. Isabelle should be blissfully happy-she's about to win the handsome prince. 

Except Isabelle isn't the beautiful girl who lost the glass slipper and captured the 

prince's heart. She's the ugly stepsister who cut off her toes to fit into Cinderella's 

shoe . . . which is now filling with blood. Isabelle tried to fit in. She cut away 

pieces of herself in order to become pretty. Sweet. More like Cinderella. But that 

only made her mean, jealous, and hollow. Now she has a chance to alter her 

destiny and prove what ugly stepsisters have always known: it takes more than 

heartache to break a girl 

Teen 

Dow 
Dow, Alechia 

The Sound OF 

Stars 

Can a girl who risks her life for books and an alien who loves forbidden pop 

music work together to save humanity? This road trip is truly out of this world!  

Teen 

Earl 
Earl, Rae 

My Life 

Uploaded 

 Hello! Millie Porter here. I'm posting this from a garden shed, because three so-

called adults are in the house arguing over whether you can train penguins. You 

see, I moved in with my dad, granddad, and aunty to escape my mum's neat freak 

boyfriend. (He follows me around with a vacuum cleaner, like that's a normal 

thing to do. It's not.) The point is, this reality thing is HARD, so my BFF Lauren 

and I are taking it online to tell you how to handle it. We are going to make a 

difference with this vlog. 

Teen 

Ernshaw 
Ernshaw, Shea Winterwood 

Be careful of the dark, dark wood... Especially the woods surrounding the town 

of Fir Haven. Some say these woods are magical. Haunted, even. Rumored to be 

a witch, only Nora Walker knows the truth. 

Teen 

Emezi 
Emezi, Akwaeke PET 

In a near-future society that claims to have gotten rid of all monstrous people, a 

creature emerges from a painting seventeen-year-old Jam's mother created, a 

hunter from another world seeking a real-life monster. 

There are no monsters anymore. In the city of Lucille, Jam and her best friend, 

Redemption, have grown up with this lesson all their life. Then Jam meets Pet, a 

creature made of horns and colors and claws, who emerges from one of her 

mother's paintings and a drop of Jam's blood.  

Teen Eshbaugh, Julie Crown Of In Lanoria, Outsiders, who don't have magic, are inferior to Enchanteds, who do. 
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Eshbaug

h 

Oblivion That's just a fact for Astrid, an Outsider who is indentured to pay off her family's 

debts. She serves as the surrogate for the princess--if Renya steps out of line, 

Astrid is the one who bears the punishment for it. But there is a way out: the life-

or-death Race of Oblivion. 

Teen 

Funa 
Funa 

Didn’t I Say To 

Make My 

Abilities 

Average In The 

Next Life 

 

Be careful what you wish for in this magical comedy about the pitfalls of rebirth-

-now with a manga AND anime! When she turns ten years old, Adele von 

Ascham is hit with a horrible headache--and memories of her previous life as an 

eighteen-year-old Japanese girl named Kurihara Misato. That life changed 

abruptly, however, when Misato died trying to aid a little girl and met god. 

During that meeting, she made an odd request and asked for average abilities in 

her next life. But few things-- especially wishes--ever go quite as planned. 

Teen 

Freeston

e 

Freestone, P.M. Shadow Scent 

Across the Aramtesh Empire, scent is everything. Prayers only reach heaven on 

sacred incense, and perfumes are prized status symbols. 17-year-old Rakel has an 

uncanny ability with fragrances, but her skills aren't enough to buy her dying 

father more time. Ash bears the tattoos of an imperial bodyguard. When his 

prince, Nisai, insists on a diplomatic mission to an outer province, Ash is duty-

bound to join the caravan. It's a nightmare protecting Nisai on the road. But it's 

even harder for Ash to conceal a secret that could see him exiled or executed. 

Rakel and Ash have nothing in common until smoke draws them to a field of the 

Empire's rarest flower. 

Teen 

Giles 
Giles, Lamar 

Not So Pure 

And Simple 

Del has had a crush on Kiera Westing since kindergarten. And now, during their 

junior year, she's finally available. So when Kiera volunteers for an opportunity 

at their church, Del's right behind her. Though he quickly realizes he's 

inadvertently signed up for a Purity Pledge. His dad thinks his wires are crossed, 

and his best friend, Qwan, doesn't believe any girl is worth the long game. But 

Del's not about to lose his dream girl, and that's where fellow pledger Jameer 

comes in. 

Teen 

Gervais 
Gervais, Alison 

The Silence 

Between Us 

 Deaf teen Maya moves across the country and must attend a hearing school for 

the first time. As if that wasn't hard enough, she also has to adjust to the hearing 

culture, which she finds frustrating--and also surprising when some classmates, 

including Beau Watson, take time to learn ASL. As Maya looks past graduation 

and focuses on her future dreams, nothing, not even an unexpected romance, will 

not derail her pursuits. But when people in her life--Deaf and hearing alike--ask 

her to question parts of her Deaf identity, Maya stands proudly, never giving in to 

the idea that her Deafness is a disadvantage.  

Teen 

Hand 
Hand, Cynthia 

The How & 

The Why 

Cassandra McMurtrey has the best parents a girl could ask for; they've given 

Cass a life she wouldn't trade for the world. She has everything she needs--but 

she has questions, too. Like, to know who she is. Where she came from. 

Questions her adoptive parents can't answer, no matter how much they love her. 

But eighteen years ago, someone wrote Cass a series of letters. And they may just 

hold the answers Cass has been searching for.  

Teen He He, Joan 
Descendant Of 

The Crane 

Princess Hesina of Yan has always been eager to shirk the responsibilities of the 

crown, but when her beloved father is murdered, she's thrust into power, 

suddenly the queen of an unstable kingdom. Determined to find her father's 

killer, Hesina does something desperate: she enlists the aid of a soothsayer--a 

treasonous act, punishable by death... because in Yan, magic was outlawed 

centuries ago. 

Teen 

Hemphil

l 

Hemphill, 

Stephanie 

The Language 

Of Fire 

 This extraordinary verse novel dares to imagine how an ordinary girl became a 

great leader, and ultimately saved a nation. Jehanne was an illiterate peasant, 

never quite at home among her siblings and peers. Until one day, she hears a 

voice call to her, telling her she is destined for important things. She begins to 

understand that she has been called by God, chosen for a higher purpose--to save 

France.  

Teen 

Johnson 

Johnson, Lana 

Wood 

Technically, 

You Started It 

When a guy named Martin Nathaniel Munroe II texts you, it should be obvious 

who you're talking to. Except there's two of them (it's a long story), and Haley 

thinks she's talking to the one she doesn't hate. A question about a class project 

rapidly evolves into an all-consuming conversation. Haley finds that Martin is 

actually willing to listen to her weird facts and unusual obsessions, and Martin 

feels like Haley is the first person to really see who he is. Haley and Martin might 

be too awkward to hang out in real life, but over text, they're becoming addicted 

to each other. There's just one problem: Haley doesn't know who Martin is. And 
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Martin doesn't know that Haley doesn't know. 

Teen Joy Joy, Amanda 
A River Of 

Royal Blood 

Set in a North African-inspired fantasy world where two sisters must fight to the 

death to win the crown. Sixteen-year-old Eva is a princess, born with the magick 

of blood and marrow--a dark and terrible magick that hasn't been seen for 

generations in the vibrant but fractured country of Myre. Its last known 

practitioner was Queen Raina, who toppled the native khimaer royalty and 

massacred thousands, including her own sister, eight generations ago, thus 

beginning the Rival Heir tradition.  

Teen 

Khorra

m 

Khorram, Adib 

Darius The 

Great Is Not 

Okay 

Darius Kellner speaks better Klingon than Farsi, and he knows more about 

Hobbit social cues than Persian ones. He's about to take his first-ever trip to Iran, 

and it's pretty overwhelming-especially when he's also dealing with clinical 

depression, a disapproving dad, and a chronically anemic social life. 

Teen 

Kazuki 
Kazuki, Miya 

Daughter Of A 

Soldier 

A certain college girl who's loved books ever since she was a little girl dies in an 

accident and is reborn in another world she knows nothing about. She is now 

Myne, the sickly five-year-old daughter of a poor soldier. To make things worse, 

the world she's been reborn in has a very low literacy rate and books mostly don't 

exist. She'd have to pay an enormous amount of money to buy one.Myne resolves 

herself: If there aren't any books, she'll just have to make them! 

Teenn 

Kemmer

er 

Kemmerer, Brigid 

A Hearty So 

Fierce And 

Broken 

 Nothing has ever been easy for Harper. With her father long gone, her mother 

dying, and her brother barely holding their family together while constantly 

underestimating her because of her cerebral palsy, she learned to be tough 

enough to survive. But when she tries to save someone else on the streets of 

Washington, DC, she's instead somehow sucked into Rhen's cursed world. Break 

the curse, save the kingdom. A prince? A monster? A curse? Harper doesn't know 

where she is or what to believe. But as she spends time with Rhen in this 

enchanted land, she begins to understand what's at stake. And as Rhen realizes 

Harper is not just another girl to charm, his hope comes flooding back. But 

powerful forces are standing against Emberfall . . . and it will take more than a 

broken curse to save Harper, Rhen, and his people from utter ruin. 

Teen 

Kwaymu

llina 

Kwaymuiiina, A. 
The Things 

She’s Seen 

 Nothing's been the same for Beth Teller since the day she died. Her dad is 

drowning in grief. He's also the only one who has been able to see and hear her 

since the accident. But now she's got a mystery to solve, a mystery that will 

hopefully remind her detective father that he needs to reconnect with the living. 

The case takes them to a remote Australian town, where there's been a suspicious 

fire. All that remains are an unidentifiable body and an unreliable witness found 

wandering nearby. This witness speaks in riddles. Isobel Catching has a story to 

tell, and it's a tale to haunt your dreams--but does it even connect to the case at 

hand?  

Teen 

La Sala 
La Sala, Ryan Reverie 

All Kane Montgomery knows for certain is that the police found him half-dead in 

the river. He can't remember anything since an accident robbed him of his 

memories a few weeks ago. And the world feels different--reality itself seems 

different. So when three of his classmates claim to be his friends and the only 

people who can tell him what's truly going on, he doesn't know what to believe or 

who he can trust. 

Teen 

Larsen 
Larsen, Sara 

Sisters Of 

Shadow And 

Light 

The night my sister was born, the stars died and were reborn in her eyes.... Zuhra 

and Inara have grown up in the Citadel of the Paladins, an abandoned fortress 

where legendary, magical warriors once lived before disappearing from the 

world--including their Paladin father the night Inara was born. On that same 

night, a massive, magical hedge grew and imprisoned them within the citadel. 

Inara inherited their father's Paladin power; her eyes glow blue and she is able to 

make plants grow at unbelievable rates, but she has been trapped in her own mind 

because of a "roar" that drowns everything else out--leaving Zuhra virtually alone 

with their emotionally broken human mother. For fifteen years they have lived, 

trapped in the citadel, with little contact from the outside world...until the day a 

stranger passes through the hedge, and everything changes. 

Teen Lee Lee, Mackenzi 
Loki: Where 

Mischief Lies 

Before the days of going toe-to-toe with the Avengers, a younger Loki is 

desperate to prove himself heroic and capable, while it seems everyone around 

him suspects him of inevitable villainy and depravity . . . except for Amora. 

Asgard's resident sorceress-in-training feels like a kindred spirit-someone who 

values magic and knowledge, who might even see the best in him. But when Loki 

and Amora cause the destruction of one of Asgard's most prized possessions, 
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Amora is banished to Earth, where her powers will slowly and excruciatingly 

fade to nothing. Without the only person who ever looked at his magic as a gift 

instead of a threat, Loki slips further into anguish and the shadow of his 

universally adored brother, Thor.  

Teen Lee Lee, Stacey 
The Downstairs 

Girl 

 By day, seventeen-year-old Jo Kuan works as a lady's maid for the cruel 

daughter of one of the wealthiest men in Atlanta. But by night, Jo moonlights as 

the pseudonymous author of a newspaper advice column for the genteel Southern 

lady, "Dear Miss Sweetie." When her column becomes wildly popular, she uses 

the power of the pen to address some of society's ills, but she's not prepared for 

the backlash that follows when her column challenges fixed ideas about race and 

gender. 

Teen 

Lloyd-

Jones 

Lloyd-Jones, 

Emily 

The Bone 

Houses 

Seventeen-year-old Aderyn ("Ryn") only cares about two things: her family and 

her family's graveyard. And right now, both are in dire straits. Since the death of 

their parents, Ryn and her siblings have been scraping together a meager 

existence as gravediggers in the remote village of Colbren, which sits at the foot 

of a harsh and deadly mountain range that was once home to the fae. The 

problem with being a gravedigger in Colbren, though, is that the dead don't 

always stay dead. The risen corpses are known as "bone houses," and legend says 

that they're the result of a decades-old curse. When Ellis, an apprentice 

mapmaker with a mysterious past, arrives in town, the bone houses attack with 

new ferocity. What is it that draws them near? 

Teen 

London 
London, Alex 

Red Skies 

Falling 

The epic fantasy Skybound Saga continues as twins Kylee and Brysen are 

separated by the expanse of Uztar, but are preparing for the same war--or so they 

think. Kylee is ensconsed in the Sky Castle, training with Mem Uku to master the 

Hollow Tongue and the Ghost Eagle. But political intrigue abounds and court 

drama seems to seep through the castle's stones like blood from a broken feather. 

Meanwhile, Brysen is still in the Six Villages, preparing for an attack by the 

Kartami. The Villages have become Uztar's first line of defense, and refugees are 

flooding in from the plains. But their arrival lays bare the villagers' darkest 

instincts. 

Teen 

Lord 
Lord, Emery 

The Map From 

Here To There 

It's senior year, and Paige Hancock is finally living her best life. She has a fun 

summer job, great friends, and a super charming boyfriend who totally gets her. 

But senior year also means big decisions. Weighing "the rest of her life," Paige 

feels her anxiety begin to pervade every decision she makes. Everything is 

exactly how she always wanted it to be--how can she leave it all behind next 

year?  

Teen Lu Lu, Marie Rebel 

Eden Wing has been living in his brother's shadow for years. Even though he's a 

top student at his academy in Ross City, Antarctica, and a brilliant inventor, most 

people know him only as Daniel Wing's little brother. A decade ago, Daniel was 

known as Day, the boy from the streets who led a revolution that saved the 

Republic of America. But Day is no longer the same young man who was once a 

national hero.  

Teen 

Lucier 
Lucier, Makiia 

Song of the 

Abyss 

As the granddaughter of a famed navigator, seventeen-year-old Reyna has always 

lived life on her own terms, despite those who say a girl could never be an 

explorer for the royal house of St. John del Mar. She is determined to prove them 

wrong, and as she returns home after a year-long expedition, she knows her 

dream is within reach. No longer an apprentice, instead: Reyna, Master Explorer . 

But when menacing raiders attack her ship, those dreams are pushed aside. 

Reyna's escape is both desperate and dangerous, and when next she sees her ship, 

a mystery rises from the deep. Tower of Winds Bk 2 

Teen 

Mandan

na 

Mandanna, Sangu 

A House of 

Rage And 

Sorrow 

One kingdom. One crown. One family. "Maybe it's time the great House of Rey 

came to an end. After all, what are we now? Just a house of rage and sorrow." 

Esmae once wanted nothing more than to help her golden brother win the crown 

of Kali but that dream died with her best friend. Alexi broke her heart, and she 

vowed to destroy him for it.  Book 2 

Teen 

Marshall 
Marshall, Kat 

Rules For 

Vanishing 

In the faux-documentary style of The Blair Witch Project comes the campfire 

story of a missing girl, a vengeful ghost, and the girl who is determined to find 

her sister--at all costs. Once a year, a road appears in the forest. And at the end of 

it, the ghost of Lucy Gallows beckons. Lucy's game isn't for the faint of heart. If 

you win, you escape with your life. But if you lose....  

Teen Mathieu, Jennifer The Liars Of A stunning novel told in three voices about the lies families tell to survive. Every 
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Mathieu Mariposa Island year, summer begins when the Callahans arrive on Mariposa Island. That's when 

Elena Finney gets to escape her unstable, controlling mother by babysitting for 

their two children. And the summer of 1986 promises to be extra special when 

she meets J.C., the new boy in town, whose kisses make Elena feel like she's 

been transported to a new world. 

Teen 

McAda

m 

McAdam, T. Blood Sport 

Jason is sure his sister, Becca, was murdered, but he's the only one who thinks so. 

After finding a photograph Becca kept hidden, he decides to infiltrate a boxing 

gym to prove that she didn't die accidentally.As a transgender kid, Jason's been 

fighting for as long as he can remember, and those skills are going to come in 

handy as he investigates. Quickly invited into the inner circle, Jason must balance 

newfound friendships with the burning hate that drives him. 

Teen 

McCaug

hrean 

McCaughrean, G. 
Where The 

World Ends 

Every summer Quill and his friends are put ashore on a remote sea stac to hunt 

birds. But this summer, no one arrives to take them home. Surely nothing but the 

end of the world can explain why they've been abandoned--cold, starving and 

clinging to life, in the grip of a murderous ocean. How will they survive such a 

forsaken place of stone and sea? This is an extraordinary story of fortitude, 

endurance, tragedy and survival, set against an unforgettable backdrop of savage 

beauty. 

Teen 

McLaug

hlin 

McLaughlin, 

Rebecca 

Nameless 

Queen 

 Everyone expected the king's daughter would inherit the throne. No one 

expected me. It shouldn't be possible. I'm Nameless, a class of citizens so 

disrespected, we don't even get names. Dozens of us have been going missing for 

months and no one seems to care. But there's no denying the tattoo emblazoned 

on my arm. I am to be queen. In a palace where the corridors are more dangerous 

than the streets, though, how could I possibly rule?  

Teen 

Mejia 
Mejia, Tehlor 

We Unleash 

The Merciless 

Storm 

Being a part of the resistance group La Voz is an act of devotion and desperation. 

On the other side of Medio's border wall, the oppressed class fights for freedom 

and liberty, sacrificing what little they have to become defenders of the cause. 

Carmen Santos is one of La Voz's best soldiers. She spent years undercover, but 

now, with her identity exposed and the island on the brink of a civil war, Carmen 

returns to the only real home she's ever known: La Voz's headquarters (Bk 2) 

Teen 

Merrell 
Merrell, Billy Vanilla 

Vanilla and Hunter have been dating since seventh grade. They came out 

together, navigated middle school together, and became that couple in high 

school that everyone always sees as a couple. There are complications and 

confusions, for sure. But most of all, they love each other. As high school goes, 

though, and as their relationship deepens, some cracks begin to show. Hunter 

thinks they should be having sex. Vanilla isn't so sure. Hunter doesn't mind 

hanging out with loud, obnoxious friends. Vanilla would rather avoid them. If 

they're becoming different people, can they be the same couple? Falling in love is 

hard. Staying in love is harder. 

Teen 

Moulton 

Moulton, 

Courtney 

Wardens of 

Eternity 

Magic and magical creatures. Immortal gods and goddesses. History and 

mythology. Strap in for this action-packed YA novel that that takes place over 

the days leading up to World War II, when Ziva must rely on her wit and magic 

to outmaneuver Nazis and ancient Egyptian gods to prevent global destruction.  

Teen 

Morris 
Morris, Brittney Slay 

By day, seventeen-year-old Kiera Johnson is an honors student, a math tutor, and 

one of the only Black kids at Jefferson Academy. But at home, she joins 

hundreds of thousands of Black gamers who duel worldwide as Nubian personas 

in the secret multiplayer online role-playing card game, SLAY. No one knows 

Kiera is the game developer, not her friends, her family, not even her boyfriend, 

Malcolm, who believes video games are partially responsible for the "downfall of 

the Black man." But when a teen in Kansas City is murdered over a dispute in the 

SLAY world, news of the game reaches mainstream media, and SLAY is labeled 

a racist, exclusionist, violent hub for thugs and criminals.  

Teen 

Munda 
Munda, Rosaria Fireborne 

Annie and Lee were just children when a brutal revolution changed their world, 

giving everyone--even the lowborn--a chance to test into the governing class of 

dragonriders. Now they are both rising stars in the new regime, despite 

backgrounds that couldn't be more different. Annie's lowborn family was 

executed by dragonfire, while Lee's aristocratic family was murdered by 

revolutionaries. (Book 1) 

Teen 

Myers 
Myers, E. C. 

RWBY: after 

The Fall 

After Beacon Academy fell, Coco, Fox, Velvet, and Yatsuhashi made a vow: No 

one else is getting left behind . It's been more than a year since Team CFVY saw 

their school destroyed by the creatures of Grimm, their friends felled in battle or 
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scattered across the world of Remnant. Since then, they've been settling into life 

at Shade Academy in Vacuo, fighting hard to finish their training so they can find 

their friends and save their world.  Book 1 

Teen 

Namey 
Namey, Laura 

The Library Of 

Lost Things 

From the moment she first learned to read, literary genius Darcy Wells has spent 

most of her time living in the worlds of her books. There, she can avoid the 

crushing reality of her mother's hoarding and pretend her life is simply ordinary. 

But when a new property manager becomes more active in the upkeep of their 

apartment complex, the only home Darcy has ever known outside of her books 

suddenly hangs in the balance. 

Teen 

Nazemia

n 

Nazemian, A. 
Like A Love 

Story 

 It's 1989 in New York City, and for three teens, the world is changing. Reza is 

an Iranian boy who has just moved to the city with his mother to live with his 

stepfather and stepbrother. He's terrified that someone will guess the truth he can 

barely acknowledge about himself. Reza knows he's gay, but all he knows of gay 

life are the media's images of men dying of AIDS. Judy is an aspiring fashion 

designer who worships her uncle Stephen, a gay man with AIDS who devotes his 

time to activism as a member of ACT UP. Judy has never imagined finding 

romance...until she falls for Reza and they start dating. Art is Judy's best friend, 

their school's only out and proud teen. He'll never be who his conservative 

parents want him to be, so he rebels by documenting the AIDS crisis through his 

photographs. As Reza and Art grow closer, Reza struggles to find a way out of 

his deception that won't break Judy's heart--and destroy the most meaningful 

friendship he's ever known. 

Teen 

Onyebuc

hi 

Onyebuchi, Tochi War Girls 

Two sisters are torn apart by war and must fight their way back to each other in a 

futuristic, Black Panther-inspired Nigeria. The year is 2172. Climate change and 

nuclear disasters have rendered much of earth unlivable. Only the lucky ones 

have escaped to space colonies in the sky. In a war-torn Nigeria, battles are 

fought using flying, deadly mechs and soldiers are outfitted with bionic limbs and 

artificial organs meant to protect them from the harsh, radiation-heavy climate. 

(Book 1) 

Teen 

Owen 
Owen, M. 

The Merciful 

Crow 

Fie, a sixteen-year-old chieftain from a lowly cast of mercy-killers, must rely on 

her wits and bone magic to smuggle the crown prince of Sabor to safety. 

Teen 

Perkins 
Perkins, Mitali 

Forward Me 

Back To You 

The award-winning author of You Bring the Distant Near explores identity, 

homecoming, and the legacy of assault in this personal and ambitious new novel.  

Teen 

Petrus 
Petrus, Junauda 

The Stars And 

The Blacknees 

Between Them 

Told in two distinct and irresistible voices, Junauda Petrus's bold and lyrical 

debut is the story of two black girls from very different backgrounds finding love 

and happiness in a world that seems determined to deny them both. Trinidad. 

Sixteen-year-old Audre is despondent, having just found out she's going to be 

sent to live in America with her father because her strictly religious mother 

caught her with her secret girlfriend, the pastor's daughter. 

Teen 

Peevyho

use 

Peevyhouse, 

Parker 
Strange Exit 

Seventeen-year-old Lake spends her days searching a strange, post-apocalyptic 

landscape for people who have forgotten one very important thing: this isn't 

reality. Everyone she meets is a passenger aboard a ship that's been orbiting Earth 

since a nuclear event. The simulation that was supposed to prepare them all for 

life after the apocalypse has trapped their minds in a shared virtual reality and 

their bodies in stasis chambers.No one can get off the ship until all of the 

passengers are out of the sim, and no one can get out of the sim unless they 

believe it's a simulation. It's up to Lake to help them remember.  

Tenn 

Pink 
Pink, Randi Girls Like Us 

Four teenage girls. Four different stories. What they all have in common is that 

they're dealing with unplanned pregnancies. In rural Georgia, Izella is wise 

beyond her years, but burdened with the responsibility of her older sister, Ola, 

who has found out she's pregnant. Their young neighbor, Missippi, is also 

pregnant, but doesn't fully understand the extent of her predicament. When her 

father sends her to Chicago to give birth, she meets the final narrator, Susan, who 

is white and the daughter of an anti-choice senator. 

Teen Poe Poe, E. A. Hideous Heart 

Thirteen of Edgar Allan Poe's most unsettling tales reimagined. Guilt. Regret. 

Love. Loss. Self-loathing. Terror. Vengeance. Edgar Allan Poe may be a hundred 

and fifty years beyond this world, but the themes of his beloved works have 

much in common with modern young adult fiction.  

Teen 

Pool 
Pool, Katy Rose 

There Will 

Come A 

Darkness 

The Age of Darkness approaches. Five lives stand in its way. Who will stop it . . . 

or unleash it? For generations, the Seven Prophets guided humanity. Using their 

visions of the future, they ended wars and united nations--until the day, one 
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hundred years ago, when the Prophets disappeared. All they left behind was one 

final, secret prophecy, foretelling an Age of Darkness and the birth of a new 

Prophet who could be the world's salvation . . . or the cause of its destruction. 

Age of Darkness Bk 1 

Teen 

Powell 
Powell, Kelly 

Songs From 

The Deep 

A girl searches for a killer on an island where deadly sirens lurk just beneath the 

waves in this gripping, atmospheric debut novel. The sea holds many secrets. 

Moira Alexander has always been fascinated by the deadly sirens who lurk along 

the shores of her island town. Even though their haunting songs can lure anyone 

to a swift and watery grave, she gets as close to them as she can, playing her 

violin on the edge of the enchanted sea. When a young boy is found dead on the 

beach, the islanders assume that he's one of the sirens' victims. Moira isn't so 

sure.  

Teen 

Ramos 
Ramos, NoNieqa The Truth IS 

Fifteen-year-old Verdad doesn't think she has time for love. She's still struggling 

to process the recent death of her best friend, Blanca; dealing with the high 

expectations of her hardworking Puerto Rican mother and the absence of her 

remarried father; and keeping everyone at a distance. But when she meets Danny, 

a new guy at school--who happens to be trans--all bets are off. Verdad suddenly 

has to deal with her mother's disapproval of her relationship with Danny as well 

as her own prejudices and questions about her identity, and Danny himself, who 

is comfortable in his skin but keeping plenty of other secrets.  

Teen 

Rubin 
Rubin, Lance 

Crying 

Laughing 

A tragicomic story of bad dates, bad news, bad performances, and one girl's 

determination to find the funny in high school. Winnie Friedman has been 

waiting for the world to catch on to what she already knows: she's hilarious. It 

might be a long wait, though. After bombing a stand-up set at her own bat 

mitzvah, Winnie has kept her jokes to herself. Well, to herself and her dad, a 

former comedian and her inspiration. Then, on the second day of tenth grade, the 

funniest guy in school actually laughs at a comment she makes in the lunch line 

and asks her to join the improv troupe. 

Teen 

Ryan 
Ryan, Tom 

Keep This To 

Yourself 

After high school graduation, Mac focuses on finding the serial killer who 

murdered his best friend the previous summer, while working through his own 

feelings for the deceased. 

Teen 

Rebele-

Henry 

Rebele-Henry, B. Orpheus Girl 

Abandoned by a single mother she never knew, 16-year-old Raya--obsessed with 

ancient myths--lives with her grandmother in a small conservative Texas town. 

For years Raya has fought to hide her feelings for her best friend and true love, 

Sarah. When the two are outed, they are sent to Friendly Saviors: a re-education 

camp meant to "fix" them and make them heterosexual. Upon arrival, Raya vows 

to assume the role of Orpheus, to return to the world of the living with her love--

and after she, Sarah, and the other teen residents are subjected to abusive and 

brutal "treatments" by the staff, Raya only becomes more determined to escape. I 

Teen 

Reed 
Reed, Amy Lynn 

The Boy And 

Girl Who Broke 

The World 

 Billy Sloat and Lydia Lemon don't have much in common, unless you count 

growing up on the same (wrong) side of the tracks, the lack of a mother, and a 

persistent loneliness that has inspired creative coping mechanisms. When the 

lives of these two loners are thrust together, Lydia's cynicism is met with Billy's 

sincere optimism, and both begin to question their own outlook on life.  

Teen 

Rigaud 
Rigaud, Debbie 

Truly Madly 

Royally 

Zora Emerson is not here to play. She's enrolled in a prestigious summer 

program, and is ready to use what she's learning to change the world (or at least 

her corner of New Jersey, for now). Zora's not expecting to vibe with any of her 

super-privileged classmates. So she's shocked to find she's got chemistry with 

Owen Whittelsey, who is charming, funny, undeniably cute...and turns out to 

literally be a prince. As in, his parents are the king and queen of a small 

European country. What? Suddenly, Zora's summer is looking a lot more 

complicated -- especially when Owen asks her to be his date at his older brother's 

wedding. 

Teen 

Rishi 
Rishi, Farah 

I Hope You Get 

This Message 

News stations across the country are reporting mysterious messages that Earth 

has been receiving from a planet--Alma--claiming to be its creator. If they're 

being interpreted correctly, in seven days Alma will hit the kill switch on their 

"colony" Earth. True or not, for teenagers Jesse Hewitt, Cate Collins, and Adeem 

Khan, the prospect of this ticking time bomb will change their lives forever. 

Teen 

Rogerso

n 

Rogerson, 

Margaret 

Sorcery Of 

Thorns 

All sorcerers are evil. Elisabeth has known that as long as she has known 

anything. Raised as a foundling in one of Austermeer's Great Libraries, Elisabeth 

has grown up among the tools of sorcery--magical grimoires that whisper on 
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shelves and rattle beneath iron chains. If provoked, they transform into grotesque 

monsters of ink and leather. Then an act of sabotage releases the library's most 

dangerous grimoire, and Elisabeth is implicated in the crime. With no one to turn 

to but her sworn enemy, the sorcerer Nathaniel Thorn, and his mysterious 

demonic servant, she finds herself entangled in a centuries-old conspiracy. Not 

only could the Great Libraries go up in flames, but the world along with them. 

Teen 

Rowell 
Rowell, Rainbow Wayward Son 

Simon Snow is back and he's coming to America! The story is supposed to be 

over. Simon Snow did everything he was supposed to do. He beat the villain. He 

won the war. He even fell in love. Now comes the good part, right? Now comes 

the happily ever after... So why can't Simon Snow get off the couch? What he 

needs, according to his best friend, is a change of scenery. He just needs to see 

himself in a new light. That's how Simon and Penny and Baz end up in a vintage 

convertible, tearing across the American West.  (Simon Snow Book 2) 

Teen 

Sanderso

n 

Sanderson, 

Brandon 
Skyward 

The first book in an epic new series about a girl who dreams of becoming a pilot 

in a dangerous world at war for humanity's future. Spensa's world has been under 

attack for decades. Now pilots are the heroes of what's left of the human race, and 

becoming one has always been Spensa's dream. Since she was a little girl, she has 

imagined soaring skyward and proving her bravery. But her fate is intertwined 

with her father's--a pilot himself who was killed years ago when he abruptly 

deserted his team, leaving Spensa's chances of attending flight school at slim to 

none.  

Teen 

Scorza 
Scorza, Nick 

People Of The 

Lake 

Sixteen-year-old Clara Morris is facing an awkward summer with her father in 

the tiny upstate town of Redmarch Lake. Clara’s relationship with her parents 

and with life in general has been strained since she lost her twin sister, Zoe, when 

the girls were eight. Clara has managed to rebuild herself as best she can, but she 

still feels a hole in her life from the absence of her twin, and she suspects she 

always will. She soon finds that Redmarch Lake, where her father’s family has 

lived for generations, is a very unusual place. The townspeople live by odd rules 

and superstitions. The eerily calm lake the town is named for both fascinates and 

repels her. The town’s young people are just as odd and unfriendly as their 

parents. Clara manages to befriend the one boy willing to talk to an outsider, but 

he disappears during a party in the woods. 

Teen 

Sepetys 
Sepetys, Ruta 

The Fountains 

of Silence 

 Under the fascist dictatorship of General Francisco Franco, Spain is hiding a 

dark secret. Meanwhile, tourists and foreign businessmen flood into Spain under 

the welcoming promise of sunshine and wine. Among them is eighteen-year-old 

Daniel Matheson, the son of an oil tycoon, who arrives in Madrid with his 

parents hoping to connect with the country of his mother's birth through the lens 

of his camera. Photography--and fate--introduce him to Ana, whose family's 

interweaving obstacles reveal the lingering grasp of the Spanish Civil War--as 

well as chilling definitions of fortune and fear. Daniel's photographs leave him 

with uncomfortable questions amidst shadows of danger.  

Teen 

Sedgwic

k 

Sedgwick, Marcus Snowflake, AZ 

Ash boards a Greyhound bus heading to the place where Bly was last seen: 

Snowflake, Arizona. Six thousand feet up in the wide red desert, Ash meets 

Mona, her dog, her goat, and her neighbors, and finds stepbrother Bly, too.In 

their ramshackle homes, the walls lined with tinfoil, almost all the residents of 

Snowflake are sick. But this isn't any ordinary sickness: the chemicals and 

technologies of modern life are poisoning them. They call themselves canaries, 

living warning signs that humans have pushed the environment too far, except no 

one seems to be taking their warnings seriously. The healthy "normies" of 

Snowflake have written them off as a bunch of eccentrics, and when Ash too falls 

ill, the doctor's response is "It's all in your mind." 

 

Teen 

Shepher

d 

Shepherd, M. Grim Lovelies 

Seventeen--year-old Anouk envies the human world, where people known as 

Pretties lavish themselves in fast cars, high fashion, and have the freedom to fall 

in love. But Anouk can never have those things, because she is not really human. 

Enchanted from animal to human girl and forbidden to venture beyond her 

familiar Parisian prison, Anouk is a Beastie: destined for a life surrounded by 

dust bunnies and cinders serving Mada Vittora, the evil witch who spelled her 

into existence. That is, until one day she finds her mistress murdered in a pool of 

blood--and Anouk is accused of the crime. Now, the world she always dreamed 

of is rife with danger.  

Teen Shusterman, Neal The Toll In a world that's conquered death, will humanity finally be torn asunder by the 
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Shuster

man 

Arc of a Scythe; 

Book 3 

 

immortal beings it created? Citra and Rowan have disappeared. Endura is gone. It 

seems like nothing stands between Scythe Goddard and absolute dominion over 

the world scythedom. With the silence of the Thunderhead and the reverberations 

of the Great Resonance still shaking the earth to its core, the question remains: Is 

there anyone left who can stop him? The answer lies in the Tone, the Toll, and 

the Thunder. 

Teen 

Silvera 
Silver, Adam Infinity Son 

Growing up in New York, brothers Emil and Brighton always idolized the Spell 

Walkers--a vigilante group sworn to rid the world of specters. While the Spell 

Walkers and other celestials are born with powers, specters take them, violently 

stealing the essence of endangered magical creatures. Brighton wishes he had a 

power so he could join the fray. Emil just wants the fighting to stop. The cycle of 

violence has taken a toll, making it harder for anyone with a power to live 

peacefully and openly.  

Teen 

Simmons 
Simmons, Kristen Scammed 

The series that began with The Deceivers continues in this second twist-filled 

installment.Brynn Hilder is living a life she never dreamed possible: She lives in 

a mansion, getting a top-rate education at Vale Hall. She has friends and an 

almost-boyfriend. Anything she wants, she can have. The only catch? To stay in 

this life, she has to help the director of Vale Hall take down the bad guys of 

Sikawa City by collecting secrets and running cons. 

Teen 

Smith 
Smith, Eric 

Don’t Read The 

Comments 

Divya Sharma is a queen. Or she is when she's playing Reclaim the Sun, the 

year's hottest online game. Divya--better known as popular streaming gamer 

D1V--regularly leads her #AngstArmada on quests through the game's vast and 

gorgeous virtual universe. But for Divya, this is more than just a game. Out in the 

real world, she's trading her rising-star status for sponsorships to help her 

struggling single mom pay the rent. Gaming is basically Aaron Jericho's entire 

life. 

Teen 

Smith 
Smith, J. 

Field Note On 

Love 

A meet-cute romance about Hugo and Mae, two teens who are thrown together 

on a cross-country train trip that will teach them about love, each other, and the 

futures they can build for themselves. It's the perfect idea for a romantic week 

together: traveling across America by train. But then Hugo's girlfriend dumps 

him. Her parting gift: the tickets for their long-planned last-hurrah-before-uni 

trip. Only, it's been booked under her name. Nontransferable, no exceptions. Mae 

is still reeling from being rejected from USC's film school. When she stumbles 

across Hugo's ad for a replacement Margaret Campbell (her full name!), she's 

certain it's exactly the adventure she needs to shake off her disappointment and 

jump-start her next film. A cross-country train trip with a complete stranger 

might not seem like the best idea. But to Mae and Hugo, both eager to escape 

their regular lives, it makes perfect sense.  

Teen 

Stamper

-Halpin 

Stamper-Halpin, 

P. 

The Gravity Of 

Us 

 In this smart, heart-warming YA debut perfect for fans of Becky Albertalli and 

Adam Silvera, two teens find love when their lives are uprooted for their parents' 

involvement in a NASA mission to Mars. Cal wants to be a journalist, and he' s 

already well underway with almost half a million followers on his FlashFame app 

and an upcoming internship at Buzzfeed. But his plans are derailed when his pilot 

father is selected for a highly-publicized NASA mission to Mars.  

Teen 

StarWar

s 

Shinick, K, Force Collector 

Karr is a teenage boy like many others in the galaxy. He goes to school, helps his 

parents with the family business, likes speeders and droids. But Karr also has a 

secret: when he touches certain objects, he gets searing headaches and blacks out. 

And along with the pain sometimes come visions of people he doesn't know and 

places he's never been. Karr's parents worry that he's sick; his grandmother is 

convinced the visions come from the Force. But it's been years since anyone has 

heard from the last of the Jedi-Luke Skywalker. Are there any Jedi left to guide 

Karr in the use of his abilities? Is anyone even willing to talk about the Jedi and 

what happened to them, as their memory continues to fade and the First Order 

rises?  

Teen 

Stiefvate

r 

Stiefvater, Maggie 
Call Down The 

Hawk 

 The dreamers walk among us . . . and so do the dreamed. Those who dream 

cannot stop dreaming - they can only try to control it. Those who are dreamed 

cannot have their own lives - they will sleep forever if their dreamers die. And 

then there are those who are drawn to the dreamers. To use them. To trap them. 

To kill them before their dreams destroy us all. Ronan Lynch is a dreamer. He 

can pull both curiosities and catastrophes out of his dreams and into his 

compromised reality. Jordan Hennessy is a thief. The closer she comes to the 
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dream object she is after, the more inextricably she becomes tied to it.  Book 1 

Teen 

Stone 
Stone, Nic 

Jackpot: All 

Bets Are Off 

Meet Rico: high school senior and afternoon-shift cashier at the Gas 'n' Go, who 

after school and work races home to take care of her younger brother. Every. 

Single. Day. When Rico sells a jackpot-winning lotto ticket, she thinks maybe 

her luck will finally change, but only if she--with some assistance from her 

popular and wildly rich classmate Zan--can find the ticket holder who hasn't 

claimed the prize. But what happens when have and have-nots collide? Will this 

investigative duo unite...or divide?  

Teen 

Stricklan

d 

Strickland, A.M. 
Beyond The 

Black Door 

We all have souls. Some are beautiful gardens, others are frightening dungeons. 

Soulwalkers--like Kamai and her mother--can journey into other people's souls 

while they sleep. But no matter where Kamai visits, she sees the black door. It 

follows her into every soul, and her mother has told her to never, ever open it. 

Kamai has touched the door; it was warm and beating, like it had a pulse. She has 

put her ear to it; she heard her own name whispered from the other side. And 

when tragedy strikes, Kamai does the unthinkable: She opens the door. 

Teen 

Sugiura 
Sugiura, M. 

This Time Will 

Be Different 

Katsuyamas never quit--but seventeen-year-old CJ doesn't even know where to 

start. She's never lived up to her mom's type A ambition, and she's perfectly 

happy just helping her aunt, Hannah, at their family's flower shop. She doesn't 

buy into Hannah's romantic ideas about flowers and their hidden meanings, but 

when it comes to arranging the perfect bouquet, CJ discovers a knack she never 

knew she had. A skill she might even be proud of. Then her mom decides to sell 

the shop--to the family who swindled CJ's grandparents when thousands of 

Japanese Americans were sent to internment camps during WWII. Soon a rift 

threatens to splinter CJ's family, friends, and their entire Northern California 

community; and for the first time, CJ has found something she wants to fight for. 

Teen 

Sullivan 
Sullivan, Ann Tiger Queen 

Kateri, an arrogant warrior princess, has to fight in the arena against her suitors to 

win her right to rule, and she is desperate to prove to her father that she is strong 

enough to take over his throne and rule the kingdom. But when she finds out her 

final opponent, she knows she cannot win. Kateri flees to the desert to train under 

the enemy she hates the most and the only one who might be able to give her a 

shot at winning. But what Kateri discovers in the desert twists her world--and her 

heart--upside down. 

Teen 

Tavenge

rwei 

Tavengerwei, 

Rutendo 

Hope Is Our 

Only Wing 

Set in Zimbabwe, Rutendo Tavengerwei's unforgettable novel offers a beautiful 

and honest look at adolescence, friendship, and the capacity for courage. For 

fifteen-year-old Shamiso, hope is nothing but a leap into darkness. Grief-stricken 

and confused after her father's mysterious death in a car crash, Shamiso moves 

with her mother from England to Zimbabwe in order to pick up the pieces--

returning to an extended family and a world she hardly remembers. 

Teen 

Terry 
Terry, Teri Contagion 

An epidemic is sweeping the country. It spreads fast, mercilessly. Everyone will 

be infected. . . . It is only a matter of time. You are now under quarantine. Bk 1, 

Dark Matter Trilogy. 

Teen 

Thomas 
Thomas, Sherry 

The Magnolia 

Sword 

A Warrior in Disguise: All her life, Mulan has trained for one purpose: to win the 

duel that every generation in her family must fight. If she prevails, she can 

reunite a pair of priceless heirloom swords separated decades earlier, and avenge 

her father, who was paralysed in his own duel. Then a messenger from the 

Emperor arrives, demanding that all families send one soldier to fight the Rouran 

invaders in the north. Mulan's father cannot go. Her brother is just a child. So she 

ties up her hair, takes up her sword, and joins the army as a man. 

Teen 

Thornbu

rgh 

Thornburgh, B. Ordinary Girls 

Fifteen-year-old Plum and her older sister Ginny find their relationship tested by 

family finances, personality differences, and the secrets they are keeping from 

each other. 

Teen 

Vega 
Vega, Danielle The Haunted 

Hendricks Becker-O'Malley is new in town, and she's bringing baggage with her. 

With a dark and wild past, Hendricks doesn't think the small town her parents 

moved her to has much to offer her in terms of excitement. She plans on laying 

low, but when she's suddenly welcomed into the popular crowd at school, things 

don't go as expected. Hendricks learns from her new friends that the fixer-upper 

her parents are so excited about is notorious in town. Local legend says it's 

haunted. 

Teen 

Vizzini 
Vizzini, Ned Be More Chill 

Jeremy Heere is your average high school dork. Day after day he stares at 

beautiful Christine, the girl he can never have, and dryly notes the small 

humiliations that come his way -- until the day he is told about the "squip." A 
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pill-sized supercomputer that you swallow, the squip is guaranteed to bring you 

whatever you most desire in life. By instructing him on everything from what to 

wear to how to talk and walk, the squip transforms Jeremy from a supergeek to 

one of the most popular guys in class. 

Teen 

Weymou

th 

Weymouth, Laura 
A Treason Of 

Thorns 

 Violet Sterling has spent the last seven years in exile, longing to return to 

Burleigh House. One of the six great houses of England, Burleigh's magic kept 

both the countryside and Violet happy. That is, until her father's treason 

destroyed everything. Now she's been given a chance to return home. But 

Burleigh isn't what she remembered. Wild with grief, Burleigh's very soul is 

crying out in pain. As its tormented magic ravages the countryside, Vi must 

decide how far she's willing to go to save her house--before her house destroys 

everything she's ever known.  

Teen 

White 
White, K. 

The Dark 

Descent of 

Elizabeth 

Frankenstein 

Elizabeth Lavenza hasn't had a proper meal in weeks. Her thin arms are covered 

with bruises from her "caregiver," and she is on the verge of being thrown into 

the streets . . . until she is brought to the home of Victor Frankenstein, an 

unsmiling, solitary boy who has everything--except a friend. Victor is her escape 

from misery. Elizabeth does everything she can to make herself indispensable--

and it works. She is taken in by the Frankenstein family and rewarded with a 

warm bed, delicious food, and dresses of the finest silk. Soon she and Victor are 

inseparable. But her new life comes at a price. 

Teen 

White 
White, K, 

The Guinevere 

Deception 

Princess Guinevere has come to Camelot to wed a stranger- the charismatic King 

Arthur. With magic clawing at the kingdom's borders, the great wizard Merlin 

conjured a solution--send in Guinevere to be Arthur's wife . . . and his protector 

from those who want to see the young king's idyllic city fail. The catch? 

Guinevere's real name--and her true identity--is a secret. She is a changeling, a 

girl who has given up everything to protect Camelot. 

Teen 

Wilson 
Wilson, K. White Rose 

Tells the story of Sophie Scholl, a young German college student who challenges 

the Nazi regime during World War II as part of the White Rose, a non-violent 

resistance group. 

Teen 

Winters 
Winters, Julian 

How To Be 

Remy Cameron 

Everyone on campus knows Remy Cameron. He's the out-and-proud, super-

likable guy who friends, faculty, and fellow students alike admire for his cheerful 

confidence. The only person who is not entirely sure about Remy Cameron is 

Remy himself. Under pressure to write an A+ essay defining who he is and who 

he wants to be, Remy embarks on an emotional journey toward reconciling the 

outward labels people attach to him with the real Remy Cameron within.  

Teen 

Yates 
Yates, Alexander 

How We 

Became 

Wicked 

A plague, called Wickedness, is pulsing through the world; and in its wake, it's 

dividing the population into thirds: The WICKED: Already infected by the 

droves of Singers, the ultraviolet mosquito-like insects who carry the plague, the 

Wicked roam the world freely.  

Teen 

Yee 
Yee, F.C. 

The Iron Will 

Of Genie Lo 

Genie Lo thought she was busy last year, juggling her academic career with 

protecting the Bay Area from demons. But now, as the Heaven-appointed 

Guardian of California, she's responsible for the well-being of all yaoguai and 

spirits on Earth. Even the ones who interrupt her long-weekend visit to a 

prestigious college, bearing terrible news about a cosmos-threatening force of 

destruction in a nearby alternate dimension. The goddess Guanyin and Genie's 

boyfriend, Quentin Sun Wukong, do their best to help, but it's really the Jade 

Emperor who's supposed to handle crises of this magnitude. Unfortunately for 

Genie and the rest of existence, he's gone AWOL. (Bk 2) 

Teen 

Yovanoff 
Yovanoff, Brenna 

Stranger 

Things: 

Runaway Max 

Don't miss this gripping, emotional prequel to the hit Netflix series, Stranger 

Things ! The never-before-told backstory of the beloved Dig Dug maven, Max 

Mayfield, written by New York Times bestselling author Brenna Yovanoff. This 

must-read novel explores Max's past--the good and the bad--as well as how she 

came to find her newfound sense of home in Hawkins, Indiana. 

Teen 

Williams 
Williams, Kate 

The Babysitters 

Coven 

Seventeen-year-old Esme Pearl has a babysitters club. She knows it's kinda lame, 

but what else is she supposed to do? Get a job? Gross. Let's just say she owes 

some people a new tree. Enter Cassandra Heaven. She's Instagram-model hot, 

dresses like she found her clothes in a dumpster, and has a rebellious streak as 

gnarly as the cafeteria cooking. So why is Cassandra willing to do anything, even 

take on a potty-training two-year-old, to join Esme's babysitters club? The 

answer lies in a mysterious note Cassandra's mother left her: "Find the 

babysitters. Love, Mom." Turns out, Esme and Cassandra have more in common 
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than they think, and they're about to discover what being a babysitter really 

means: … 

Graphics 

Teen 

Graphic 

Allison 

Allison, John By Night 

After discovering a mysterious device, Jane and Heather decide try their hand at 

documentary filmmaking... in another dimension! There's something strange 

going on in Spectrum, South Dakota. 

Teen 

Graphic 

Almond 

Almond, David 
Joe Quinn’s 

Poltergeist 

Joe Quinn has been telling everyone about the poltergeist in his house, but no one 

believes him. No one, that is, except Davie. Davie's felt the inexplicable presence 

in the Quinns' house and seen random objects fly through the air. And there's 

something else . . . a memory of Davie's beloved sister and a feeling deep down 

that it might just be possible for ghosts to exist.  

Teen  

Graphic 

Barnes 

The Black Mage Barnes, Daniel 

When St. Ivory Academy, a historically white wizarding school, opens its doors 

to its first-ever black student, everyone believes that the wizarding community is 

finally taking its first crucial steps toward inclusivity. Or is it? When Tom Token, 

the beneficiary of the school's "Magical Minority Initiative," begins uncovering 

weird clues and receiving creepy texts on his phone, he and his friend, Lindsay, 

stumble into a conspiracy that dates all the way back to the American Civil War, 

and could cost Tom his very soul. 

Teen 

Graphic 

Dawson 

Dawson, Delilah Sparrowhawk 

After a young woman is kidnapped by an evil Faerie Queen and trapped in a far 

off realm, she must survive teen Victorian fairy fight club in order to get back 

home. As the illegitimate daughter of a Naval Captain, Artemisia has never fit in 

with her father's family, nor the high class world to which they belong. However, 

when she is targeted by the Faerie Queen and pulled into another realm, she has 

no choice but to fight her way back home, amongst evil fairies who want her 

head, and untrustworthy allies that claim solidarity but have ulterior motives. 

Teen 

Graphic 

Higashi

mura 

Higashimura, 

Akiko 
Blank Canvas 

High schooler Akiko has big plans to become a popular mangaka before she even 

graduates, but she needs to get much better at drawing if she ever wants to reach 

her goal. Looking for an easy fix, she signs up for an art class, thinking all her 

problems will soon be solved. She's in for a surprise: her new instructor is a 

bamboo sword-wielding taskmaster who doesn't care about manga one bit. But 

maybe this unconventional art teacher is just what she needs to realize her 

dreams! 

Teen 

Graphic 

Hogg 

Hogg, L. E. Activist 

Lauren Hogg, one of the survivors of the shooting at the Marjory Stoneman 

Douglas school in Parkland, Florida, dramatically tells her story in graphic novel 

form. The tragedy of yet another mass shooting has galvanized the young people 

of the country, and helped launch a movement that continues to gain momentum. 

Teen 

Graphic

De 

Ragigues 

De Radigues, Max 
Simon & 

Louise 

It all begins with a relationship update on social media. Summer vacation is 

about to begin, and Simon discovers the change just as his supposed girlfriend 

leaves to spend two months in a seaside village. Determined to find out what 

went wrong, Simon decides to hitchhike 520 kms to find her. With just his 

backpack and a few snacks, he sneaks out of the house and hits the road--but he 

quickly discovers that he isn't quite prepared for the journey. But that's only half 

the story. 

Teen 

Graphic

De 

Ragigues 

De Radigues, Max Stig & Tilde 

Tintin meets Swallows and Amazons in this exciting story of adventure and 

sibling relationships Keeping with a local tradition, Stig and Tilde hop on a 

dinghy and head to a desert island to survive alone without adult supervision. 

However, a unexpected detour leads them to the wrong island and it looks like it's 

inhabited by something that isn't too fond of guests... 

Teen 

Graphic 

Gilman 

Gilman, Melanie Stage Dreams 

In this rollicking queer western adventure, acclaimed cartoonist Melanie Gillman 

(Stonewall Award Honor Book As the Crow Flies) puts readers in the saddle 

alongside Flor and Grace, a Latinx outlaw and a trans runaway, as they team up 

to thwart a Confederate plot in the New Mexico Territory. 

Teen 

Graphic 

Hamuro 

Hamuro, Kei 
Our Wonderful 

Days 

 High schoolers Nanaya and Minori are classmates, best friends, and roommates. 

Though the two are as different as night and day, they do just about everything 

together! But what drew them together in the first place?  

Teen 

Graphic 

Ioka 

Ioka, Waco 

Kakuriyo, Bed 

& Breakfast 

Spirits 

Faced with the choice of being married to a strange spirit or being made into 

dinner, Aoi decides to create a third option for herself! Aoi Tsubaki inherited her 

grandfather's ability to see spirits--and his massive debt to them! Now she's been 

kidnapped and taken to Kakuriyo, the spirit world, to make good on his bill. Her 

options: marry the head of the inn her grandfather trashed, or get eaten by 

ayakashi. But Aoi isn't the type to let spirits push her around, and she's 
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determined to redeem her grandfather's IOU on her own terms! 

Teen 

Graphic 

Izumi 

Izumi, Mitsu 
Magus Of The 

Library 

In a lushly-detailed fantasy world reminiscent of Arabian Nights , the Great 

Library is the center of learning in the world, and its librarians are capable of 

magnificent feats of magic! In a small village far from the Library, a poor little 

elf boy struggles against bullies who call him "knife-ears." His only solace- the 

books he sneaks out of the village's tiny branch library, which he's not allowed in. 

When a librarian from the Great Library arrives, he's dazzled by her knowledge 

and glamor. Their meeting will change his life and begin the adventure he's 

always dreamed of having! 

Teen 

Graphic 

Kamata

ni 

Kamatani, Yuhki 
Our Dreams At 

Dusk 

The Harvey-nominated manga about a broad LGBT+ community. Not only is 

high schooler Tasuku Kaname the new kid in town, he is also terrified that he has 

been outed as gay. Just as he's contemplating doing the unthinkable, Tasuku 

meets a mysterious woman who leads him to a group of people dealing with 

problems not so different from his own.  

Teen 

Graphic 

Magrude

r 

Magruder, N. M.F.K. 

A fantastic adventure following the story of Abbie, a deaf girl with a mysterious 

power, who is traveling across a vast desert to scatter her mother's ashes. In a 

world of sleeping gods, a broken government, and a fragile peace held in the 

hands of the corrupt, one youth must find the strength to stand up against evil and 

save humanity.  

Teen 

Graphic 

Oda 

Oda, Tomohito 
Komi Can’t 

Communicate 

The journey to 100 friends begins with a single conversation. Socially anxious 

high school student Shoko Komi's greatest dream is to make some friends, but 

everyone at school mistakes her crippling social anxiety for cool reserve! With 

the whole student body keeping their distance and Komi unable to utter a single 

word, friendship might be forever beyond her reach. Timid Tadano is a total 

wallflower, and that's just the way he likes it. But all that changes when he finds 

himself alone in a classroom on the first day of high school with the legendary 

Komi. He quickly realizes she isn't aloof--she's just super awkward. Now he's 

made it his mission to help her on her quest to make 100 friends! 

Teen 

Graphic

Peterson 

Peterson, Scott 
Truckus 

Maximus 

In a near-future world where the Roman Empire never fell, only two things 

matter: honor and the Game."The Game" is Truckus Maximus, a competition 

where drivers race against one another--to the death.The best of the best is a 

young driver named Axl. The leader of Team Apollo, Axl drives hard and lives 

by a strict moral code. That code will be tested to its limits by the Caesar--the 

cunning ruler of the Roman Empire--and the Dominus, the absolute master of the 

Truckus Maximus games who can change its rules at will.But Axl can't survive 

this race on his own. To do that, he'll have to embrace his team, including a 

defiant new racer named Piston. Will he learn that family is more important than 

honor or the Game? Or will he go down in flames? 

Teen 

Graphic

Shiraha

ma 

Shirahama, 

Kamome 

Witch Hat 

Atelier 

In a world where everyone takes wonders like magic spells and dragons for 

granted, Coco is a girl with a simple dream- She wants to be a witch. But 

everybody knows magicians are born, not made, and Coco was not born with the 

gift for magic. She's resigned to her un-magical life, until a traveling magician 

passes through her village, and Coco learns what what everybody "knows" might 

not be the truth. 

Teen 

Graphic 

SuperHe

roes 

Tamaki, Maniko 
Harley Quinn: 

Breaking Glass 

Harleen is a tough, outspoken, rebellious kid who lives in a ramshackle 

apartment above a karaoke cabaret owned by a drag queen named MAMA. Ever 

since Harleen's parents split, MAMA has been her only family. When the cabaret 

becomes the next victim in the wave of gentrification that's taking over the 

neighborhood, Harleen gets mad. When Harleen decides to turn her anger into 

action, she is faced with two choices- join Ivy, who's campaigning to make the 

neighborhood a better place to live, or join The Joker, who plans to take down 

Gotham one corporation at a time. 

Teen 

Graphic 

SuperHe

eroes 

Bendis, B. 
Miles Morales: 

Spider-Man 

When Peter Parker falls, the world needs a Spider-Man - and young Miles 

Morales takes up the mantle! Before Peter died, Miles was poised to start the next 

chapter in his life in a new school. Then, a spider's bite granted the teenager 

incredible arachnid-like powers. 

Teen 

Graphic 

SuperHe

roes 

Myracle, Lauren 

Under The 

Moon: A 

Catwoman Tale 

She rejects human cruelty, but sometimes it seems as though brute force is the 

only way to "win." And if Selina is to survive on the streets, she must be tough. 

Can she find her humanity and reconcile toughness with her desire for 

community ... and love? F 

Teen Simomson, L. Wonder Diana longs to prove herself to her legendary warrior sisters. But when the 
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Graphic 

SuperHe

roes 

(Bardugo, L.) Woman 

Warbringer: 

The Graphic 

Novel 

opportunity finally comes, she throws away her chance at glory and breaks 

Amazon law--risking exile--to save a mere mortal. Even worse, Alia Keralis is no 

ordinary girl and with this single brave act, Diana may have doomed the world. 

Alia just wanted to escape her overprotective brother with a semester at sea. She 

doesn't know she is being hunted. When a bomb detonates aboard her ship, Alia 

is rescued by a mysterious girl of extraordinary strength and forced to confront a 

horrible truth- Alia is a Warbringer--a direct descendant of the infamous Helen of 

Troy, fated to bring about an age of bloodshed and misery.  

Teen 

Graphic 

Spillett 

Spillett, Tasha 
Surviving The 

City 

Miikwan and Dez are best friends. Miikwan is Anishinaabe; Dez is Inninew. 

Together, the teens navigate the challenges of growing up Indigenous in an urban 

landscape--they're so close, they even completed their Berry Fast together. 

However, when Dez's grandmother becomes too sick, Dez is told she can't stay 

with her anymore. With the threat of a group home looming, Dez can't bring 

herself to go home and disappears.  

Teen 

Graphic 

This 

Elliott, Alicia 

foreword 

This Place: 150 

Years Retold 

Explore the past 150 years through the eyes of Indigenous creators in this 

groundbreaking graphic novel anthology. Beautifully illustrated, these stories are 

an emotional and enlightening journey through Indigenous wonderworks, psychic 

battles, and time travel. See how Indigenous peoples have survived a post-

apocalyptic world since Contact. 

Teen 

Walker 
Walker, Suzanne Mooncakes 

Nova Huang knows more about magic than your average teen witch. She works 

at her grandmothers' bookshop, where she helps them loan out spell books and 

investigate any supernatural occurrences in their New England town. One fateful 

night, she follows reports of a white wolf into the woods, and she comes across 

the unexpected: her childhood crush, Tam Lang, battling a horse demon in the 

woods. As a werewolf, Tam has been wandering from place to place for years, 

unable to call any townhome. Pursued by dark forces eager to claim the magic of 

wolves and out of options, Tam turns to Nova for help. 

Teen 

Graphic 

Weir 

Weir, Andy 
Cheshire 

Crossing 

Pulled from the pages of beloved children's fantasy stories, Alice, Wendy, and 

Dorothy meet at a supernatural boarding school where they're meant to learn how 

to use and control their special, super heroic powers. When villains like the 

Wicked Witch and Captain Hook form an evil alliance to conquer the worlds of 

Oz, Neverland, and Wonderland, the girls must work together to save not only 

these fantastical lands but also the Earth itself. This "storybook meets 

superheroes" graphic novel features the original magical girls of fantasy 

embarking on exciting supernatural adventures in a tale that could only come 

from the imagination of Andy Weir and the illustrative sorcery of Sarah 

Andersen. 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

 


